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About This Game

Three table sports simulator in one game! Play Foosball, Ping pong and Air hockey with realistic physics and beautiful
environments!

Ready for real challenge? That’s why we have multiplayer mode. Play with other people from around the world. Meet them in
different places with various avatars and have fun together!

Key Features

Three Table Games

Enjoy table tennis, air hockey or play First VR Foosball on steam store.

 Three different environments

Without getting outside play table games at The Oval Office, be under active workout rhythm in fitness room or just relax in
fabulous villa.

Four Avatars
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In Multiplayer be like presidents of USA, Robot or maybe Banana?! Choose with your taste.

Online and Offline Opponents

Play against the AI or with a real people from around the world.

Express Your Emotions

While playing online you can use smileys to express emotions during gameplay.

 Adjustable View

For your comfort playing it’s simple to adjust tables’ position and rotation.
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vr sports table tennis. vr table sports

For $1.35 [normally $1.50] AUD, good meme game. I've only noticed one bug so far and that's when a goal is scored, i
sometimes respawn inside a jail cell. I cannot walk through the bars back onto the floor but i can walk through the walls and go
cell to cell. I have to wait for the AI to score a goal to fix it or leave the game and start again. Usually when this happens the AI
have somehow lost the ball and they're just kicking eachother.

I'd love to see an update which expands the game a little more. Personally, i'd prefer if the goal was not open on the sides, only
the front. It would be nice to see different maps and maybe a multiplayer one day haha. The game isn't bad, but it got boring
quick for me. The vehicles handle like they're attached on top of a bracket and just slide from left to right; it doesn't really feel
like steering. And they sort of glide over the terrain without responding to it much. The sense of speed is underwhelming too. I'd
say that even Super Mario Kart is a more complex and challenging racing game than this. I can see why people like it, it'd be
right at home in an arcade and it's passable for that. But if you're looking for anything more, it may not be something you come
back to play very often.. It\u00b4s very good! For real training this one helps a lot! I recommend.. Now you're thinking with
balls!

Quick jabs :

+ Super fun puzzles!
+ Surprisingly the movement is pretty great, with a nicely done pixel art! Whoever did it, greeeat job! Quite fluid and the
animation matches the physics very well.
+ Some people complained about hitboxes in the reviews. Hum, what? What are you trying to jump ON THE SAWS instead of
around it? If anything it's quite forgiving.
- It's quite short honestly, kinda makes you want more.
+ Cheap. Too cheap even.
+ Short hair ftw.

Now for a more critical approach.

The Plot

It's, as much as the title takes it a bit silly, the plot can be a bit...eh? I like the main character, and the movie loving me loves that
purple ball. I swear it's not cause i draw myself as a purple ball too. Maybe everyone that likes movies likes the color purple and
balls, who knows. Not that type of ball, stop snickering fool. But yeah, not all dialogue is really funny, with the religion thing it
tries to say something, but I don't care about religion so I kinda checked out and waited to go back to characterization.

The Game

  As much as it's fun, I can see this evolving, like, maybe on Teleportals II Teleporting Boogaloo our lovely Doctor can workout
a bit and learn to throw the ball, and maybe physics would play in that too so you gotta angle it like you mean it. this might be
just me, but the controls feels a bit unintuitive at times, but it's fine, and you can change it so it's Double-D Extra Fine Sauce yo.

The Art

All fine and dandy HOWEVER I do feel the portraits could be better! both the dialogue boxes, and the art on them itself, maybe
a sort of visual novel with big art would be a bit more fun, and if the main character has expression on her box, I couldn't tell.
The sexy ball has lot's of it tho'.

. I didn't expect too much but damn this game is way over my expectations, And I will keep it to see how it progresses!

+Graphics "Max settings and it looks really good, the nights are waaay to dark atm tho"

+Runs good "Max settings i7 6700k - Gtx 1070 - SSD, locked to 62-fps and never dips down 1 fps"
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+Plays good "Smooth and responsive gameplay"

+\/-Sounds good "Weapons are kind of similar sounding but OK, explosions are very good & zombies sounds creepy" BUT
zombies need to make more sounds\/footsteps when moving!

+Map design "Nice forests\/snow areas, small towns & buildings to walk into and loot"

+\/-Weapons "They feel good yes, but I would like a bit more kick to them so you don't spray away all ammo in a few sec"

+Crafting "Straightforward & Easy to understand, functional & fun crafting system!"

+Co-op\/Solo "Really fun and exciting solo\/co-op to try and survive as long as possible in, but best experience is in coop ofc,
can host servers yourself"

I got this during a sale for 9,74\u20ac and it is totally worth it, not sure about 14,99\u20ac though..

P.S developers!! Get some dedicated servers up & running, at least two 64-player servers in EU & NA to start with until the
game becomes more popular.. A well made classic RPG. Highly entertaining, hilarious, and does have some degree of difficulty.
Soundtrak is so Metal! Keep your eyes peeled for various mentions of famous Metal artists. Worth buying! Can't wait to play
the other titles from Crankage Games!. Got it on sale and glad I did. I never really got into (or tried) many rythm games, yet it's
one of only a few games I have gone back to after the first try on the Vive.
I am pretty bad at it, as the commands become overwhelming even on easy for 5 out of the 6 tracks. I'm sure (at least I think)
that if I keep at it, I will improve.
One thing obviously lacking is the tactile response of actually hitting the drums or whatever they are. That's just a limitation of
VR, though, and I don't hold it against the title especially considering the price. If someone was willing, it wouldn't be too hard
to set up some real-life props to correlate to the drums!
I enjoy the artwork, just wish there was even more crazy stuff popping up besides the chick at every 100-combo interval- even
if it probably would take my attention away from the commands. I also like the songs especially the darker sounding ones with
hints of dubstep in them.. my favorite character i always played during the good ol days of kf
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It's like Turbo Pug, but then in 3D!! Why wouldn't you buy this?. Amazing game, graphic look like 'back in 80'th', i like it, but i
not found any one dinosaurus))). Sound good. Shielde with slomo effect interesting fiature. Developers please add light siber for
close combat and make menu in 80'th style. 8\/10. Truly a fantastic game. The movement feels great, the levels are wide and
varied and the music is wonderful (my favorites are 'Rubber Glop' and 'LED Lullaby'). Just straight-up fun to play. I wish more
people were talking about this game. If you're a fan of precision platformers, this is a must-buy! :)

---- FINAL SCORE ----
9.75 out of 10

. Good solid program. Does what it says it does, and relativley well too.
I want to say the minor hiccups are due to my external HDD being old as crap; but they are never noticable in the videos. Only
ingame. I like that, even though a solid state HDD is in my near future XD
The desktop mode is not useful if you are going for recording games, but nowhere do they tell you that. I ended up on Youtube
watching videos about it. Its used for, well, desktop recording.. Like videos on program use, etc... (Stuff that doesnt go full
screen without being windowed, which you CAN record games in windowed mode). Awesome game. Runs great on Fedora 29.
Now I can know when pervs hack my web cam to watch me play games and drink beer. A++. the contents are missing. I
expected something lemmings style. The mechanics is quite different, but equally funny.
On the only bad thing is on my ubuntu 14.04.4 it destabilizes steam (I saved dodos, but eventually I had to "kill -9" steam)
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